BASIC MATERIALS: CHEMICALS, METALS & MINING CHEAT SHEET

METALS & MINING NEWS
TOP MET <GO> – TOP Metals News
NI MNG <GO> – Mining News
NI METALDISC <GO> – Metal Discoveries and Exploration
NI METMARKET <GO> – Metals Markets
CN <GO> – Company News on Loaded Ticker
NSE “MINE NAME” <GO> – News on Mine
NH SDR <GO> – Sedar Filings – Search for “43-101” and the Mine and Company
NH ASX <GO> – Australian Exchange – Search for “JORC” Documents
FIRS <GO> – FIRST WORD – Filter to Materials Under Industry

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI RMSUG <GO> – Raw Materials (Iron Ore, Coking Coal, Scrap)
BI ISTLG <GO> – Steel
BI BMETG <GO> – Base Metals
BI COPP <GO> – Copper
BI ALUM <GO> – Aluminium
BI PMET <GO> – Precious Metals
BI COAL <GO> – Coal
BI AGCH <GO> – Agricultural Chemicals
BI BDCH <GO> – Basic and Diversified Chemicals
BI SPCH <GO> – Specialty Chemicals

PETROCHEMICAL PRICING & SUPPLY & DEMAND
BI BDCHG 1072 <GO> – Consumption, Capacity etc.
BI BDCHG ROA <GO> – Pricing and Product Spreads
BI SPCHG 1072 <GO> – Specialty Chemicals Pricing and Supply and Demand

CHEMICALS NEWS
TOP CHM <GO> – TOP Chemicals News
NI CHM <GO> – All Chemicals News
NI INTERMEDIA <GO> – Intermediate Chemicals News
NI AROMATIC <GO> – Aromatic Chemicals News
NI PLASTICS <GO> – Plastics News
NH PNH <GO> – Polymer Update News
NI RUB <GO> – Rubber News
NI AGR <GO> – Agricultural News
NI FERT <GO> – Fertilizer News

COMPANY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA MET <GO> – Mining Specific Valuation Measures: Inc. Production and Reserve Measures
FA PROD <GO> – Revenue by Product Segments

MINE ANALYSIS
BMAP <GO> – Search for and Map Assets
NSE “43-101 MINE NAME” <GO> – Click for More Info e.g., Mine Life and Grade Switch Source to Sedar to Access the “43-101”, Likewise Replace with JORC and SAMREC Depending on Filing Type
NSE “Drill hole results [Mine]” <GO> – Access Drill Hole Results of [Mine]
METALS SUPPLY & DEMAND
XLTP XGDB <GO> – GDP and Metal Intensity Interactive Forecast Model
BI BMETG SUPP <GO> – WBMS Base Metal Supply and Demand Data
BI BMETG 1115 <GO> – Base Metals: Downstream Demand Indicators
BI COPP HILIDOFF <GO> – Copper Proprietary China Demand Model: Industrial Production X Avg Copper Per Unit
BI PMETG SUPP <GO> – Precious Metals Supply and Demand From WBMS and GFMS
BI BMET “THEMES” <GO> – Indepth Studies Including New Mine Supply Studies Complete with Cost Curves

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS
BI AGCH COSTA <GO> – Fertilizer Pricing
BI AGCH WASDE <GO> – Global Agricultural Supply and Demand Data
BI AGCHG 1072 <GO> – Fertilizer and Crops Chemicals Supply and Demand
CCAL <GO> – Crop Calender
CPLY AG <GO> – Commodity Playbook for Agriculture

METALS PRICING
BI Metal Board Industry <GO> – For all Official and Unofficial Pricing and Inventories
MB <GO> – Metals Bulletin Prices
METL <GO> – Precious Metal Prices and Rates
CPLY MTL <GO> – Commodity Playbook for Metals